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What do you seek?Whatever it is, you have your own name for it--truth, peace, love, happiness,

freedom--but something inside you holds to a hope that there is an answer to life&apos;s endless

twists and turns. Somewhere there is divine sense, a purpose. You just want to know what it is. You

have found The Call of Soul. You may be surprised to discover some of your innermost thoughts

reflected in these pages. Come along as Harold Klemp takes you on an amazing journey into a

world you may dare to dream of--the infinite world of God&apos;s love for you. More, he tells how

this love translates into every event, relationship, and moment of your life. Do you wonder: why do

bad things happen to good people?what happens after death?is there one truth for everyone?Learn

the secrets of HU, an ancient, sacred name for God, and open your heart to the answers within you.

Where else would God place something so precious? In this book, you&apos;ll discover the spiritual

path of Eckankar--a companion and road map for people all over the world on their journey home to

God. Spiritual exercises, dream techniques, Soul Travel explorations--all open wide the door to the

most secret part of yourself. You are Soul, a Light of God. Read on--the key to spiritual freedom is in

your hands!
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Spiritualism

I bought two copies for my brothers as a gift. They are both good people who love God but are

unsure of how to reach within themselves--either with deep prayer, meditation or contemplation.

They asked many questions about God and how to find answers to prayers and actually recognize

the answer when it found them. This book was a WONDERFUL tool in helping them to see that God

is around them all the time and our prayers are always answered---we just need to wake up a bit to

SEE the answers. Their misgivings about 'going within' to find God were beautifully answered in this

book. It was just perfect timing--many other books were too deep or had too much terminology

foreign to their understanding. Harold Klemp's simple ways of helping spiritual seekers find God

within are so brilliant---it reached both of them! One is a Catholic and the other ?...both love God

and want to have a better spiritual relationship with the Holy Spirit (called the Eck, in Eckankar

terminology...but the same thing none-the-less, and explained as such). They both loved the HU

song on the Cd enclosed with this book as well as the explanations and exercises in it. Harold

stated that no matter what religion you followed...use the 'spiritual techniques and spiritual

exercises' in the book as you saw fit. He said if you are Christian, see Jesus...whomever you are

confortable with as an inner guide for your spiritual journey. And, if you had no one, you could have

him be your Teacher if you wanted to...in other words---this is NOT a 'join Eckankar' book. It is a

book geared for everyday people searching for deeper meaning and a deeper relationship with God.

A beautiful gift. He is a wonderful spiritual teacher. Some call him a spiritual Master. They (my

brothers)questioned that, too.
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